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i, November. 15, 1989
i.

Docket Nr. 50-277

,

Document Control Desk-

I, U.-S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
.i . Washington, DC 20555- i

. SUBJECT: Licensee Event Report
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station - Unit 2

This LER concerns a Technical Specification violation due to a personnel
error in failure to follow procedures.

Reference: Docket No. 50-277
Report Number: 2-89-027
Revision Number: 00
Event Date: 10/16/89
Report Date: 11/15/89
Facility: Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station

RD 1 Box 208, Delta, PA 17314

This LER is'being submitted pursuant to the requirements of 10 CFR
50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

Sincerely
,

,
.

;' cc: J. J. Lyash, USNRC Senior Resident Inspector
W. 1. Russo11, UStRC, Region I
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On October 16,1989at2000hoursduringtheperformanceofSurveillanceTest(ST)
6.52"HighPressureCoolantInjection(HPCI) Pump, Valve, Flow, Cooler."the
observation and logging of Suppression Pool temperature, as required by Technical
Specification 4.7.2 was no+ met. At 2045 hours an alarm alerted Control Room
operators of rising Torus water temperature. Additional Torus Cooling was placed in
service and Torus water temperature readings were then observed and logged. The root
cause of this event was an inadequate action based on personnel error in failure to
follow procedures. No safety consequences occurred as a result of this event. The
Operations Shift Team was counseled. This event will be reviewed by the other
Operations Shift Teams. No previous similar LERS were identified.
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Requirements for the Report
,

'' i
Thisreportisrequiredper10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B)becauseactiensrequiredby |

| TechnicalSpecifications(TS)werenotperformed. j
*

Unit Status at Time of the Event

Unit 2 was in the Run Mode at 100% Rated Thermal Power. '

i

There were no structures, components, or systems, that were inoperable at the start j
of the event that contributed to the event.

|

Description of the Event

:

On October 16, 1989 at 2000 hours Surveillance Test (ST)-6.5-2 "High Pressure Coolant
Injection (HPCI)(EIIS:BJ) Pump (Ells:P), Valve (Ells:V), flow, Cooler"wasbeing
performed as required by TS. During operation of the HPCI system, heat was being i
added to the Suppression Pool. TS 4.7.2 requires "the pool temperature shall be
continually monitored and also observed and logged every 5 minutes until the heat
addition is terminated." Contrar.y to the above requirement Torus water temperature .

readings were not observed and logged as required by ST 6.5-2 and TS 4.7.2.
i

Suppression Pool temperature was continually monitored by the Suppression Pool '

Temperature Monitoring System (SPOTMOS) (Ells:IM). At 2045 hours Control Room:
<

| personnel received the Torus Temperature alarm (Ells:TA) of 95 degrees Fahrenheit '

L (F). The 28 Residual Heat Removal (RHR) (Ells:BO) pump and High Pressure Service ,

| ' Water (HPSW) (Ells:KE) pump were placed in the Torus Cooling Mode of operation to *

|: reduce Torus water temperature. Torus temperature readings were then observed and j
| logged every 5 minutes. At 2100 hours the HPCI system was removed from service, thus '

removing the source of heat addition to the suppression pool, and therefore the
requirement to continuously monitor, observe and log suppressior, pool temperature

- 1

every 5 minutes. At 2114 hours the Torus water temperature was reduced to below 95
degrees F.

i

Cause of the Event

The root cause of the event was an inadequate action based on personnel error in
failure to follow procedures. The Reactor Operator (RO) (Utility, Licensed) failed-

-to provide for the observing and logging of the Torus water temperature as required
by TS 4.7.2 and ST 6.5-2.

ST 6.5-2 states "to observe and record the Bulk Torus Temperature ... every five
,

minutes until the heat addition is terminated." During performance of ST 6.5-2 the
R0 acknowledged he had to take Torus temperature readings by removing the data sheet
from the ST and placing it near SPOTMOS. The operator's intentions were to have the *

DoseAssessmentJuniorTechnicalAssistant(JTA)monitortheTorustemperatureand
log the temperature readings. When the operator read the procedural step and looked
for the 5TA, he was involved in another activity. The operator continued with
preparations for the ST and failed to provide for the observing and logging of the
Torus water temperature.

'^'
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Analysis of the Event

No safety consequences occurred as a result of this tvent.

The maximum Torus water temperature reached during this event was 96.9 degrees F.
The SP0lM05 temperature recorder was in operation providing a continuous log of Torus
temperature. The Torus temperature 95 degrees F alarm functioned properly providing
a mechanism to monitor Torus water temperature.

95 degrees F is an administrative simit directing Control Room Operators to take
action to prevent the Torus water temperature from exceeding 110 degrees F. Trip
procedure 102 (T-102) directs scramming the reactor (Ells:JD) in the event Torus
temperature reaches 110 degrees F.

TheHeatCapacityTemperatureLimit(HCTL) curve,asidentifiedinT-102,isthe
actual Torus temperature limit based on reactor pressure. At rated pressure,
assuming a minimum Torus water level, the maximum Torus Water temperature allowed is
150 degrees F.

The bases for the HCTL is from any point on the curve, the reactor may be
depressurizedrapidlyusingreliefvalves(Ells:RV)withouthavingthefinalTorus
water temperature exceed 212 degrees F. The 212 degrees F value is significant
because it represents the best estimate of the limiting conditions for condensation
stability of the relief valve discharge lines where 1-quenchers are employed.

The highest Torus water temperature reached during this test was 96.9 degrees F,
significantly below the 150 degree F limit, therefore, no safety consequences
occurred as a result of this event.

Corrective Actions

Upon receipt of the alarm, an additional RHR pump and High Pressure Service Water
Pump were placed in operation to reduce Torus water temperature. The Operations
Shift Team involved in this event was counseled.

This event will be reviewed by the other operations shift teams to stress the
importance of attention to detail.

Previous Similar Events

No previous similar LERs resulting in this TS violation were identified.
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